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HILIGHTS

WELCOME

Aνοιξιάτικο Kαλωσόρισμα

By now many of you would have been introduced 
to Risk Assessor Captain David Nichol who 
officially joined the Thomas Miller Hellas team as 
Senior Loss Prevention Executive earlier this year. 
David will be responsible for local loss prevention 
initiatives, including seminars and training. David’s 
wealth of experience will enable him to respond 
quickly to Members’ loss prevention queries and 
ship operational issues. David will continue to 
undertake ship risk assessments in the region. 
David will be introduced to you all over the coming 
months however, if you require any assistance 
please do not hesitate to contact him directly.  
His contact details are: 
David.Nichol@thomasmiller.com,  
telephone +30 210 458 5212. 

In this edition, the team examines bunker price 
dynamics for the forthcoming year, payment for 
hire – is it a condition of contract? And shipboard 
record keeping.
 
As always, we welcome any feedback on Hellas 
Hilights and invite you to recommend any future 
topics that may be of interest.

Daniel Evans
Regional Director and Club Manager

Hilights is a periodical 
newsletter from the 
Thomas Miller  
Hellas Team.

It covers the latest news 
and events from the region 
as well as topical issues 
affecting our Members.

If you have any 
suggestions for future 
issues, please send your 
comments and ideas  
to Efcharis Rocanas at  
efcharis.rocanas@
thomasmiller.com
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FUEL FOR THOUGHT
Senior Claims Executive Alec Kyrle-Pope investigates 
what’s on the horizon for Bunker prices in 2017.

FEATURE



As 2017 starts to take shape, questions arise as to what 
is in store this coming year across the various shipping 
markets. Will dry bulk maintain its pre-Christmas rally? 
Will VLCC rates see a repeat of 2015 or is the party 
over? Will China’s gasoline exports continue to surge?

One common denominator shared by all however is bunkers. 
Whether you are a Greek shipowner, Swiss trading house 
or German container line these represent your biggest 
voyage expense and trading overhead. So, rather than 
single out a particular corner of the shipping industry for 
scrutiny, this article attempts to discuss and speculate on 
bunker prices and their dynamics for the coming year. 

A word of caution though. The term bunkers 
encompasses a very wide basket of products. This 
analysis focuses on the Singapore IFO380cSt 
benchmark only. When reference is made to oil, or 
oil prices (again a very broad subject) these shall 
mean the internationally recognised Brent standard.

So, why in 2017, are bunker prices 
or their outlook relevant?

It was not so long ago that the price of bunkers was 
roughly double what it is today. As recently as June 
2014, with crude oil prices around the USD115 mark, 
one metric ton of IFO 380 centistoke (cSt) fuel oil at 
Singapore would have set you back the princely sum 
of USD623.75. A 1000 MT stem for a panamax bulk 
carrier ballasting her way back to Argentina would 
therefore have cost just over half a million dollars.

However, by this stage, the writing 
was already on the wall.

With America’s shale oil revolution in full swing & with 
demand dwindling in the once rabid Far East, crude 
oil prices started to slide. Saudi Arabia’s decision, that 
following October, to protect their own market share & 
not reduce production kicked oil’s decline into an even 
higher gear. By January 2016, and with Iranian crude 
exports returning from the wilderness, Brent hit a 12 
year low & slipped below USD30 a barrel. In Singapore 
various pricing agencies reported the monthly average for 
IFO 380cSt dipping first below USD165 then USD150 
per tonne, month on month, before rallying in March.

Although prices did make a sluggish recovery from 
this point on, it was not until early December 2016 
when OPEC’s collective patience finally broke and, 
along with Russia and various other non-OPEC 
producers, a pact was made to reduce global output 
enabling a meaningful semblance of stability return.

This agreement, effective from the start of January 
2017 and set to last for 6 months, has the potential 
to move the price of oil, and by extension the cost of 
bunkers, and forms the subject of our discussion here.

What has happened?

It is still too early to accurately gauge what is going on. 
Reports in the media, notably the Financial Times, have 
suggested OPEC and Co are on course and behaving. 
Whether everybody sticks to their production caps will be 
another story altogether though and one cannot ignore the 
fact both Nigeria and Libya remain exempt from the cuts.

Then there is the problem of who didn’t agree to, nor will 
participate in, the planned production cuts. These countries 
include Canada, Brazil and the United States all of whom are 
showing signs of increased production levels for this year.

On the demand side, once the cutbacks were 
announced, those in need went on a stockpiling 
rampage in anticipation of higher prices taking hold 
from January 2017 and onwards. This would have 
been anyone who hadn’t yet already filled what storage 
was available to them. By way of example, Chinese 
crude imports which were slowing at the start of Q4 
miraculously picked up by the end of December.

So it would seem nothing will happen too quickly.

In the longer term too, assuming net importers’ 
inventories do start to wane there should be more than 
enough supply to go round to keep the price of oil 
in range of a USD50-60 band. With various pipeline 
development projects due to be signed off by the Trump 
administration and an ever increasingly resilient fracking 
industry, it is highly unlikely the US will return to the 
international crude buying fore anytime soon either.

But what about bunker prices? Is there a 
correlation with oil market movements?

With America’s shale oil revolution  
in full swing and with demand 

dwindling in the once rabid Far East, 
crude oil prices started to slide.
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Definitely so. 

Looking at Singapore IFO 380cSt pegged against 
Brent, the relationship is characterised by a 
positive correlation , meaning both benchmarks 
move up or down in relative tandem rather than 
inversely, but the coefficient is not perfect, i.e. 1.

The relative spread between them bears testament 
to this, being riddled with frequent yet minor 
inconsistencies, many of which can be explained by 
reason of intrinsic regional bunker pricing dynamics 
rather than the underlying relationship itself.

When examining the connection it is also perhaps worth 
highlighting some basic fundamentals. Crude oil is marketed 
and priced per barrel, a measure of volume. Bunkers 
are traded and sold by the metric ton, a unit of mass. 
Directly correlating the two is not a straightforward task.

Additionally it is always prudent to remind oneself that 
380cSt grade bunkers, as a derivative of oil, are a low 
ranking product in terms of value. Unlike other cuts, 
MGO being one such example, IFO 380cSt sells at a 
sizeable discount to its metric ton crude equivalent. For 
refiners looking to squeeze every ounce of value out of 



each barrel they process, fuel oil is not their raison d’être 
and therefore often used as a feedstock in more complex 
refining processes, e.g. coker units, if available. Therefore, 
when thinking about oil prices in absolute terms, the 
availability of low grade residual fuel can, at times, be at 
the mercy of high oil prices and/or the level of technical 
sophistication a refinery, or refining hub, might possess.

Thus if one chooses to ignore global oil prices and 
assumes, wrongly, all refineries operate at a homogenous 
level of complexity then the regional pricing differentials, 
and their role, must also be considered. These allow 
premiums and discounts to emerge between the various 
bunkering ports depending on actual demand (i.e. traffic), 
cost and availability of inputs, product storage and 
competing non-shipping demand, to name but a few.

For Singapore therefore, who has to source crude 
from further afield than Rotterdam or Houston, or 
import additional fuel oil where arbitrage opportunities 
allow, which finds itself situated at possibly the 
most congested maritime choke point globally and 
whose refining industry may also be supplying Asia’s 
burgeoning power plants or refiners needing additional 
feedstock – for example China’s ‘teapot’ refineries 
– there is an obvious premium to be charged.

Having established therefore that there is a relationship, 
how this might work and if we consider that oil 
prices are likely to linger around USD55 a barrel for 
the foreseeable future; what does 2017 hold?

The most immediate implication of any rise 
in bunker prices is a reduction in cash flow 
assuming freight rates remain stable.

Thus so far this year, this has been felt in the tanker 
trades. OPEC’s change in tack came too late and crucially 
after the Worldscale 2017 dirty and clean flat rates 
were assessed in October 2016. After a year of rock 
bottom bunker prices, all the major long haul routes were 
adjusted downwards by at least 20% for 2017 based 
on a retrospectively smaller component for bunker fuel 
within the respective freight rates. With actual bunker 
prices higher today and with freight rates unchanging 
tanker operators may well be losing both ways.

Price risk will also be a concern.

For any major purchaser of bunkers – be they 
an Owner or operator – the risk of a major and 
imminent price increase is a persistent threat to 
business profitability. Where any such genuine fear 

exists, buying forward under large volume contracts 
or hedging any exposure via the use of, typically, 
bunker swaps, would be the traditional means of 
protection. However, both measures carry a significant 
downside if prices drop or fall away completely.
Not all market participants will be the same either. 
There is a marked difference, in terms of bunker 
price exposure, to running a fleet of 8 bulk carriers all 
fixed on period or one time charter trip employment 
than operating 20 tankers consistently spot.

So the real question effectively boils down to assessing 
first what one’s exposure might be and, secondly, 
measuring the probability for any rise in the price of oil.

For 2017, and assuming the cost of IFO 380cSt 
at Singapore remains above USD300 a ton, how 
this risk will be managed will almost wholly be 
driven by each participant’s market outlook.

For some, dry bulk operators especially, the need to 
preserve voyage Profit and Loss (PnL) margins may 
be too great to risk further increases, particularly if 
OPEC and Co redouble their efforts later in the year.

For others, and specifically those with a lesser 
exposure, a fair assessment might be there is not 
such a similar impetus to cover the risk immediately.

The bigger picture though is ever evolving. One has 
to wonder, with only Russia behind on their planned 
production cutbacks, what OPEC and Co’s target 
price initially was and what their next move will be if 
prices begin to slip. What similarly will be the fallout if, 
as forecast by the International Energy Agency (IEA), 
the likes of Brazil and Canada ramp up production this 
year? What will Donald Trump’s administration bring to 
the mix, both in terms of the volume of US crude exports 
and the spectre of renewed sanctions against Iran?

Much to ponder for all.

Looking at Singapore IFO 380cSt 
pegged against Brent, the  

relationship is characterised  
by a positive correlation...
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All ships are required to maintain proper operational records in 
accordance with IMO, Flag and Port State requirements. UK P&I 
Club risk assessor, David Nichol, examines how this essential 
aspect of shipboard activity has evolved over recent years.

SHIPBOARD RECORD KEEPING

LOSS PREVENTION



In the early 1980’s, David was serving as second officer 
on a loaded general cargo ship that experienced a 
collision with a large bulk carrier whilst departing from 
the locks at Antwerp. From his vantage point at the aft 
mooring station, David witnessed the destruction of the 
port side bridge wing and lifeboat davits of his ship as 
well as a hazardous loss of manoeuvrability caused by 
damage to the bridge control unit. Fortunately, there were 
no injuries and after a brief assessment of damage and 
restoration of the bridge control system the ship was 
permitted by the port authorities to continue to the next 
port of call in the UK. At Tilbury, a welcoming committee 
of English solicitors instructed on behalf of the owner, 
greeted the arrival of the ship and proceeded to take 
statements from all crew members who were eye-witness 
to the incident. Unfortunately, it became apparent that 
there was significant variance in the recollection of events 
by different crew members which could not have been 
helpful in determining the facts and causation. The lesson 
here is that the eyewitness testimony of professional and 
well-intentioned seafarers can sometimes be unreliable in 
the aftermath of a highly stressful emergency situation.

Of course this incident occurred at a time before the 
introduction of modern data recording devices and 
other electronic aids to navigation, which meant that 
establishing what happened following an accident 
was heavily reliant on eye-witness accounts and 
contemporary written evidence in log books. Nowadays, 
marine investigators and claims handlers have at their 
disposal additional and highly valuable sources of 
evidence, automatically captured and preserved in an 
electronic form which may be retrieved to reconstruct 
events and actions before, during and after an incident.

SOLAS requires that passenger ships and non 
passenger ships of 3000 gross tonnage and upwards 
constructed on or after 1 July 2002 must carry a voyage 
data recorder (VDR) to assist in accident investigations. 
A wide range of data input is to be continuously and 
sequentially recorded including; date and time, ship’s 

position, speed, heading, bridge and communications 
audio, radar data, echo sounder, rudder and engine 
orders (and response), main alarms as well as the status 
of hull openings, watertight doors and fire doors. In 
addition, acceleration and hull stresses and wind speed 
and direction is to be recorded where a ship is fitted 
with appropriate sensors. The data is to be stored in a 
fixed protective capsule, usually located in an exposed 
position above the navigating bridge. Ships constructed 
before July 2002 are permitted to carry a simplified voyage 
data recorder (S-VDR) with a more limited data input.

The availability of this information has had a major 
beneficial impact on casualty investigation and claims 
handling but a number of drawbacks have become 
apparent since the introduction of VDRs. Performance 
standards only required the continuous recording of 
12 hours of data, after which the data was overwritten 
and lost if not preserved by the crew, which has 
occurred with unfortunate regularity. Furthermore, it 
has sometimes been the case that data has proven 
to be irretrievable, corrupt or difficult to decipher.

Recognising the need to update and improve VDR 
performance standards, the Maritime Safety Committee 
of IMO issued Resolution MSC.333(90) on 22 May 2012 
entitled “Adoption of Revised Performance Standards 
for Shipborne Voyage Data Recorders (VDRs)” which 
applies to all VDRs installed from 01 July 2014. The 
additional requirements may be summarised as follows:

• Data shall be recorded in a fixed capsule, a 
float free capsule and internally in the VDR.

• Data shall be recorded for a minimum of 48 hours in 
both capsules and 30 days internally in the VDR.

• Bridge audio shall be recorded using at least two 
tracks for indoor microphones. Outdoor microphones 
(where applicable) shall be recorded on an additional 
separate track. The new standard also specifies 
that audible alarms and noise on the ship shall not 
prevent the VDR from recording audio properly.

• Images, charts used and settings from 
the ECDIS shall be recorded.

• Images from both radars on the ship shall be recorded.
• Data from the AIS shall be recorded.
• Data from an electronic inclinometer, if 

installed, to record rolling motion.

It follows that the quality of data extracted from 
the VDR is only as good as what goes in. For this 
reason it is important that all equipment providing 
the input feed is maintained in good working order 
and periodically serviced. Some individual items of 
equipment are also capable of recording data, in 

SOLAS requires that passenger  
ships and non passenger ships of 3000 
gross tonnage and upwards constructed 
on or after 1 July 2002 must carry a 

voyage data recorder (VDR)...
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either electronic form and/or in hard copy printout or 
traces, which may be accessed after an incident.

ECDIS equipment is now almost universally carried on 
board ocean going ships and is in itself a valuable source 
of evidence, with input from the gyro compass, speed 
log, radar, GPS, AIS and with the possibility of additional 
input from the anemometer, NAVTEX receiver and echo 
sounder.  IMO performance standards require that ECDIS 
preserve a record of time, position, heading and speed 
over the previous 12 hours at one-minute intervals and 
in addition, a basic record of the complete track for the 
entire voyage with time marks at intervals not exceeding 4 
hours. In practice, modern ECDIS equipment is capable 
of recording detailed data over a period of months, which 
may be easily recovered in the form of a logbook type 
representation or a playback of own and other ship’s 
movements on the electronic navigational chart in use.

Apart from its use in accident investigation, the ready 
availability of ECDIS data may also assist in evaluating 
voyage performance. Essentially a ship’s described 
charter party performance refers to what speed it is 
capable of, at a specified bunker consumption, through 
the water in “good weather”, not necessarily what it 
will achieve over the ground. A detailed log of course 
steered (by gyro) and speed through the water (by 
speed log) will not only assist in providing supporting 
evidence of this but may also be compared with the 
computed data for course and speed made good over 
the ground (by GPS) to assess the influence of ocean 
currents. Where there is data input from an anemometer, 
this will provide contemporary evidence of the wind 
speed and direction actually experienced by the ship 
which can in turn be used to provide a good indication 
of the wind generated sea state in open water.

Other items of navigational equipment which may 
have recoverable electronic storage include the 
GPS, echo sounder and NAVTEX. Masters and 
navigating officers need to be intimately familiar with 
the manufacturer’s instructions for accessing and 
recovering information stored in VDR and electronic 
navigational aid memory so that in the event of an 
incident, this can be achieved without delay. It is 
important to remember that IMO guidelines make the 
ship owner ultimately responsible for ensuring the timely 
preservation of VDR evidence after an accident.

Where navigational aids are equipped with paper 
recording devices or printers such as echo sounders, 
course recorders, NAVTEX and GPS, these should be 
maintained to ensure correct function with a supply of 
spare recording paper and printer heads as applicable. 

Echo sounder and course recorder paper traces should 
be annotated with the date/time and location when 
started or stopped and signed by the officer of the watch.

The possibility of being able to reconstruct the 
navigation of a ship and the actions of the bridge team 
is increasingly being used by ship managers not only 
to monitor on board performance and compliance but 
as a training and education tool. The pro-active and 
shared use of this data may enable crew throughout 
the fleet to learn from mistakes and prevent accidents.

Apart from navigation, detailed records of all shipboard 
operations are required to be made to comply with Flag 
State or ISM Code requirements for safe ship operation 
and maintenance. However, good record keeping will 
also provide the ship manager with evidence of the 
operational robustness and efficiency of shipboard 
systems which may be used to identify any practices 
or trends which could potentially lead to accidents or 
equipment failure.  Modern machinery and cargo systems 
commonly produce a printed record of events and 
alarms as well as electronic forms of data preservation.

The requirement for ship owners to maintain a plethora 
of shipboard records may be assisted by the use of 
computerised fleet management systems which are 
tailored to suit the individual operational needs of the 
company both on board and ashore. These systems not 
only cut down on paper consumption but enable data 
to be backed up or replicated ashore. A disadvantage 
of migrating to fully computer based record keeping is 
its vulnerability to data loss, viruses and cyber-crime. 
It is therefore vital that sufficient redundancy and 
resilience is built into these systems. It must also be 
ensured that electronic forms of record keeping are 
accepted by the Flag State Administration as there 
are some records that by law must be kept manually, 
such as the Oil Record Book and Garbage log.

Hand written entries in log books should be made 
promptly and in ink to ensure that the information is 
contemporaneous and to enhance the evidential value 
of the record. Any entries requiring correction should 
not be erased or concealed with correction fluid but 
re-written after crossing out the incorrect entry with a 
single line. The practice of keeping both “rough” and 
“fair” copies of logbooks should be discouraged.

Good record keeping is not only important for 
evidencing regulatory compliance and safe shipboard 
operations but also promotes good occupational 
practices and provides essential ammunition for 
use in defending or pursuing marine claims.
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CYBER
SECURITY 
AT SEA

FEATURE



The risks around cyber security and insurers’ 
exposure to these risks are a concern for the 
industry and regulators alike. Both the UK Club  
and the International Group are continually  
monitoring both the operational and insurance  
cover ramifications of cyber risk exposure.

Cyber disruption and hostile attacks are 
immediate, unforeseen and have potentially 
global consequences. A technological breach 
will leave a company exposed, risk operational 
downtime and potentially scrutiny by regulators over 
compliance policies. To help shipowners navigate 
the wealth of information available, the Club has 
compiled a number of resources on the topic.

Protection in cyberspace?
Cyberspace is a rapidly changing environment and 
all organisations work differently; hence, guidance to 
reduce or mitigate risk must be broad. Companies 
and individuals should take a holistic approach to 
security that can respond to evolving risks.

Information technology and operational technology 
onboard ships are being networked together – and 
more frequently, connected to the worldwide web. 
This brings the greater risk of unauthorised access or 
malicious attacks to the ship’s systems and networks.

Additional risks occur from personal communication 
devices having access to the systems onboard, for 
example, by introducing viruses via smartphones, 
etc.The culture of cyber security will be company 
(and ship) specific, but should be guided by 
appropriate standards and the requirements of 
relevant national regulations.

In many ways, the safeguards required for effective 
maritime cyber risk management are no different to 

those that should be followed in all instances.  
Up-to-date IT security is essential, but in reality,  
it’s people who are the problem.

The UK Government Information Security Breach 
survey indicated that in 2015, 75% of large 
organisations suffered staff related security 
breaches, and that 50% of the worst breaches were 
human error. Therefore, encouraging a culture of 
awareness throughout all organisations is essential.

Educate
Tell staff about fraud and how it can occur.

Be Aware
Be vigilant and avoid complacency. Don’t be 
paranoid, but always be suspicious, and have the 
potential for fraud at the forefront of your mind.  
Make sure you check out new customers or 
suppliers. If someone contradicts an instruction 
about payment, then ask questions.

Protect
Ensure computer software and security is up-to-
date. Don’t give out personal details, and definitely 
don’t give personal financial information over the 
telephone. Be candid on social media. Always 
ensure passwords are strong and changed on a 
regular basis. Organised crime has moved ‘online’ 
and criminals know that there are huge profits to 
be made with very little chance of being caught.

In the cyber world, the mantra is definitely,  
‘Prevention is better than cure’.

Cybercrime is on the rise, and The UK Club has 
a dedicated resource page on Cybercrime which 
collates articles and useful resources on this hot 
topic. You can find it here: https://goo.gl/vl6Ffk

While the use of computerised systems for everything from 
navigation to container inspection has enhanced the safety 
and security of vessels at sea, it has also created a new 
type of threat to the shipping industry – cybercrime.
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PAYMENT OF HIRE: IS IT 
A CONDITION – NORMAL 
SERVICE RESUMED?

FEATURE

Back in 2013 Mr. Justice Flaux’s comments in deciding The Astra 
case raised serious question marks over whether the payment of hire 
should be considered a Condition or an Innominate term of a contract. 
This question appears to have now been answered in the recent Spar 
Shipping case which was considered by the High Court in the first 
instance, and subsequently by the Court of Appeal in October, 2016. 
Senior Claims Executive Mark Beare gives an overview of the situation.



Spar Shipping – A Brief Case History
The claimant Owner (Spar Shipping) agreed to let three 
bulk carriers to the Charterer on amended NYPE 1993 
terms for periods ranging between approximately three 
to five years in duration. Part way through the charters 
the Charterer came into financial difficulties. As a result, 
Charterers fell behind with their hire payments. The 
situation did not improve and, as a consequence, the 
Owner gave notice of withdrawal with immediate effect. 

The Owner claimed for (a) the balance of hire due under 
the charters prior to termination and (b) damages for the 
unexpired period of the charters representing their “loss of 
bargain”. Owner’s claim for item (a) was not controversial. 
However, the court was required to consider whether 
the Owner could successfully claim damages for item 
(b), either by virtue of the term to pay hire constituting a 
breach of a Condition of the charters or whether regular 
delayed payments of hire constituted a repudiatory 
breach by the Charterer of an innominate term.
 
Classification of terms
Conditions and Warranties: The terms of a contract have 
traditionally been classified as being either Conditions 
or Warranties. The difference between the two 
classification of terms is that any breach of a condition 
entitles the innocent party to terminate the contract and 
claim damages for its loss sustained by the breach. 
In contrast, a breach of a warranty does not entitle a 
party to terminate a contract. In such circumstances, 
the innocent party is entitled to claim damages only.

Innominate Terms: Some terms fall into a “middle” category. 
These are called Innominate or Intermediate terms. Where 
such a term is breached the remedy afforded to the innocent 
party (i.e. whether it is entitled to terminate a contract) will 
depend upon the nature and consequences of the breach.

Spar Shipping – The Court of Appeal Decision
The Court were required to consider two 
issues in formulating their judgment.

The first issue was whether or not the payment of 
hire punctually and in full constituted a condition 
or an innominate term of the charters.

The term in question (clause 11) reads as follows:
“Payment of Hire shall be made so as to be received by the 
Owners or their designated payee as per Clause 50 in United 
States Currency, in funds available to the owners on the due 
date, 15 days in advance…failing the punctual and regular 
payment of the hire, or on any fundamental breach whatsoever 
of this Charter Party, the Owners shall be at liberty to withdraw 
the vessel from the service of the Charterers without prejudice 
to any claims they may otherwise have on the Charterers.” 

The term did not include an express reference to it being 
a condition of the charters. In circumstances such as this 
where a clear indication that a term should be classified as 
a condition is absent, the court agreed that they should not 
be inclined to interpret a term as a condition. Furthermore, 
they considered that there is no general presumption that 
a stipulated time for payment is a contractual condition.

Therefore, the court declared that the decision in The 
Astra was wrong, and that the terms as to the payment of 
hire was not a condition but rather an innominate term.

This conclusion by the court lead to a second issue on 
whether the Charterer’s actions in this case amounted to a 
renunciation (i.e. anticipatory repudiation) of the charters, 
thereby entitling Owner’s to their “loss of bargain” damages.

To reach a decision the court adopted a three-stage approach.

The court considered (1) what the contractual benefit to the 
Owner was, (2) what was the prospective non-performance shown 
by the Charterer’s words and conduct, and (3) is the prospective 
non-performance sufficient to go to the root of the contract?

The court summarised that the contractual benefit to 
the Owner was the regular, periodic payment of hire in 
advance (1). Charterer’s prospective non-performance was 
the late payment of hire and at uncertain times - “limping 
performance and attendant uncertainty” (2), and such 
prospective non-performance was considered sufficient 
to go to the root of the contract (3). Accordingly, that the 
Charterer’s actions amounted to a renunciation of the charters 
therefore the Owner’s were granted their damages.

Three stage approach- Is it of value?
It would appear that the legal position of the payment of 
hire term has returned to its original “pre-Astra” status. 
This perhaps does not sit particularly well with Owners 
who are faced with making the difficult decision of 
whether to cancel their charter in circumstances where 
their Charterer is failing to pay hire in a timely fashion.

However, whilst the question of whether to terminate or not, in 
such circumstances, remains laborious, Owners should always 
refer to the Club / lawyers before taking action. The three 
stage approach adopted by the Court of Appeal in the Spar 
Shipping case is of some value. Depending upon the precise 
facts of each particular case, the staged approach provides 
Owners with guidance as to what factors a court will take into 
account when deciding whether a Charterer’s actions amount 
to a renunciation of a charter. Furthermore, it demonstrates 
the courts desire to continue to give considerable weight 
that Owners have negotiated for hire to be paid punctually 
and in advance, notwithstanding that such a term (absent 
an express reference) is not considered to be a condition.
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APP

APPS AWAY
Access your claims and underwriting data, plus key 
documents anytime, anywhere, and in real-time, 
with the secure iPandi app from the Clubs.

DOWNLOAD IT NOW!



The rapid advances in technology have shifted 
how users access information. By the end of 
2017 it is estimated there will be over 2.3 billion 
smartphone users worldwide. With smartphones 
and tablets on hand the Club has developed a 
number of apps that are accessible on tablet 
and smartphone to access data on the move.

A unique P&I app
Access your claims and underwriting data, 
plus key documents anytime, anywhere, 
and in real-time, with the secure iPandi app 
from the UK P&I and Defence Clubs.

Available to download for iOS, iPandi tells you 
when there have been developments on individual 
claims files, and keeps you up-to date, wherever 
you are. Blue Cards, Certificates of Entry, debit 
notes and loss records are available at all times.

At renewal, new documents are usually accessible the 
same day renewal is agreed. iPandi links you directly 
to the claims and underwriting systems of the Club 
and feeds you the latest paid and estimated values of 
every claims file for every entered ship in your fleet. 

Loss records are updated nightly, if claims financials 
change. iPandi uses secure connection technology to 
preserve the confidentiality of your records and is the 
first app to provide Club Members with access to their 
own fleet information, including both record statements 
and individual ship documentation, via an iPad tablet.

Another year, another book
The 2017 Correspondents book is now out 
in hardcopy, but the Club has also developed 
an app with contact details for the UK Club’s 
worldwide correspondents network. 

Search by Port or Country to find the local 
correspondent in the Club’s network. The app is 
available on Apple, Android and Blackberry devices.

Unlike the print publication, the app always has the 
latest contact details and port information available 
– ensuring the right contact quickly, with no delays.

For those users who may not always have access to 
an internet connection, the app has been designed to 
work off line, and will automatically update when the 
device connects over Wi-Fi allowing the app to be 
used on board ship without an internet connection.

The iPhone app is free to Members 
and brokers and can be downloaded 
from the iTunes Store – just search for 
UKPI Correspondents.

The iPandi iPad app is free to Members 
and brokers and can be downloaded from 
the iTunes Store – just search for iPandi.

DOWNLOAD 
IT NOW!
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FEATUREOUT & ABOUT



A UK Club tradition, our annual Cyprus reception was held in December 2016 in 
Limassol. Despite adverse weather conditions, guests included regional Members 
and other representatives from the local shipping community.

The UK Club took the opportunity to introduce the Underwriter responsible for 
Cyprus, Sue Jamieson to the wider community on the island. In addition to Sue, 
Cedric Chatteleyn and Costas Zoidis from the Piraeus office were present to 
discuss Defence and P&I topics with our guests.

THE UK CLUB IN CYPRUS
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OUT & ABOUT



The Managers of the UK Defence Club hosted a seminar covering issues on 
cyber risks, piracy, cargo theft, off hire and damages in the form of  role play.
 
The scenarios were played out by Defence Clubs Kieron Moore, Alexandra 
Couvadelli, Marc Jackson, Mark Beare, Alec Kyrle-Pope, Christos Aporellis and 
Chris Karageorgis and Reed Smith’s George Panagopoulos. The protagonists 
skilfully covered some of the physical risks currently faced by Owners as well 
as addressing possible legal issues.

THE UK DEFENCE CLUB MOCK HEARING
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Contact Details

Senior Management and Underwriting

Hugo Wynn-Williams Chairman & CEO +44 20 7204 2144 hugo.wynn-williams@thomasmiller.com

Daniel Evans Regional Director / 
Club Manager

+30 6944 791 623 daniel.evans@thomasmiller.com 

Paul Collier Senior Underwriting 
Director

+44 20 7204 2063 paul.collier@thomasmiller.com 

Tania Bourla Junior Underwriter +44 20 7204 2087 tania.bourla@thomasmiller.com

Hellas 1

Marc Jackson Syndicate Manager +30 210 458 5228 marc.jackson@thomasmiller.com

Alexandra Couvadelli Senior Claims 
Director

+30 210 458 5215 alexandra.couvadelli@thomasmiller.com

Mark Beare +30 210 458 5226 mark.beare@thomasmiller.com

Panagiotis Alikaris +30 210 458 5220 takis.alikaris@thomasmiller.com

Christos Aporellis +30 210 458 5217 christos.aporellis@thomasmiller.com

Cedric Chatteleyn +30 210 458 5225 cedric.chatteleyn@thomasmiller.com

Evangelia Ioannidou +30 210 458 5226 eva.ioannidou@thomasmiller.com

Alec Kyrle-Pope +30 210 458 5214 alec.kyrle-pope@thomasmiller.com

Evangelos Nomikos +30 210 458 5213 vangelis.nomikos@thomasmiller.com

Eleni Nomikou +30 210 458 5227 eleni.nomikou@thomasmiller.com

Efcharis Rocanas +30 210 458 4212 efcharis.rocanas@thomasmiller.com

Costas Zoidis +30 210 458 5229 costas.zoidis@thomasmiller.com

London Syndicate LS2

Nick Milner Deputy Syndicate 
Manager

+44 20 7204 2128 nick.milner@thomasmiller.com

Michael Cox +44 20 7204 2123 michael.cox@thomasmiller.com

Christopher Karageorgis +44 20 7204 2217 christopher.karageorgis@thomasmiller.com

Jeff Lock +44 20 7204 2119 jeff.lock@thomasmiller.com

Adam Russ +44 20 7204 2109 adam.russ@thomasmiller.com

People Claims Team

John Turner Syndicate Manager +44 20 7204 2507 john.turner@thomasmiller.com

Stephen Michaels +44 20 7204 2518 stephen.michaels@thomasmiller.com

Tony Nicholson +44 20 7204 2564 tony.nicholson@thomasmiller.com



Thomas Miller P&I Ltd –London
Tel: +44 20 7283 4646 Fax: +44 20 7283 5614

Thomas Miller (Hellas) Ltd –Piraeus H1
Tel: +30 210 42 91 200 Fax: +30 210 42 91 207/8

Thomas Miller (Americas) Inc –New Jersey
Tel: +1 201 557 7300 Fax: +1 201 946 0167

Thomas Miller (Hong Kong) Ltd –Hong Kong
Tel: + 852 2832 9301 Fax: + 852 2574 9954 

ukpandi.com / ukdefence.com


